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The present paper investigates Rayleigh-Taylor instability of a fluid completely 
confined in an arbitrary region bounded by rigid walls in the presence of a uniform 
magnetic field applied in an arbitrary direction. It is shown that the results of 
S. Chandrasekhar (Proc. Cambridge Philos. Sot. 51 (1955), 162-178), M. B. 
Banerjee and N. L. Kalthia (J. Phys. Sot. Japan 30 (1971), 149&1497), and 
R. Hide (Proc. Roy. Sot. London Ser. A 223 (19551, 376-396) are of wider 
generality and applicability than the simple context in which they have been derived 
by these authors. ‘(-1 1988 Academic Press, lnc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The present paper is primarily motivated by the works of Chandrasekhar 
[ 11, Banerjee and Kalthia [2], and Hide [3] on the Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability problem. The investigations of all these authors are limited to 
horizontal layer geometry. Further, in the case of the hydromagnetic 
Rayleigh-Taylor instability problem, Hide [3] restricts himself only to a 
uniform vertical magnetic field. However, the method adopted by these 
authors to derive their general qualitative results for the problem strongly 
indicates the possibility of their generalization to containers of arbitrary 
shape. The present paper investigates hydromagnetic Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability of a fluid completely confined in an arbitrary region (referred to 
as generalized hydromagnetic Rayleigh-Taylor instability) bounded by 
rigid walls in the presence of a uniform magnetic field applied in an 
arbitrary direction. It is shown that the results of Chandrasekhar [l], 
Banerjee and Kalthia [a], and Hide [3] are of wider generality and 
applicability than the simple context in which they have been derived by 
these authors. 
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2. THE PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION AND THE BASIC EQUATIONS 
A viscous incompressible fluid of continuously variable density p and 
viscosity ,U is statically confined in an arbitrary completely enclosed region 
V in three-dimensional Euclidean space R3. The density p, viscosity p, and 
pressure p are functions of the vertical coordinate z only. We wish to 
examine the stability of this configuration in the presence of a uniform 
magnetic field applied in an arbitrary direction. The basic equations 
governing the problem in vector notations are given by 
p g+(P.V) v 
I- I = -VP+@-curl(pcurl v) 
+2+7.k)+ $$ (curl I?) x [ (1) 
div v=O, (3) 
g + q curl curl I? = H, curl( P x i), (4) 
div @=O, (5) 
where p is the velocity field, I? is the magnetic field, F is the external force 
field which is gravity here, p is the pressure, p is the density, p is the 
viscosity, iis a unit vector in the direction of I?, f is a unit vertical vector, 
pc is the magnetic permeability, q is the magnetic diffusivity, and H, = IZ?l 
is the magnitude of the applied magnetic field. 
3. THE PERTURBATION EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Following the usual steps of linear stability theory it is easily seen that 
the linear perturbation equations governing the problem with time depen- 
dence of the form exp(nt) (n = n, + in, being complex in general) are given 
by 
pnq’= - V(6p) - g 6p L - cur@ curl 4’) 
+2&j.&)+ $$ (curl 6) x 1: (6) 
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div 4=0, (8) 
nL + rj curl curl h’= H, curl( 4 x i), (9) 
and 
div t$=O, (10) 
where q, bp, 6p, and h’ are the respective perturbed velocity, pressure, 
density, and magnetic field and are now functions of X, y, z only. 
Associated with the system (6k(lO) is a set of homogeneous, time- 
independent boundary conditions. We shall limit our consideration to 
regions completely confined by rigid walls and to the case when the elec- 
trical conductivity of the wall is large in comparison to that of the fluid. In 
this situation the, boundary conditions on 4’ and h’ are given by [4] 
q=o, 
rixcurlL=O, 
on the bounding surfaces, where li is a unit vector in the direction of the 
normal to the surface. 
4. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS 
Equations (6)-( 10) together with the boundary conditions (11) con- 
stitute an eigenvalue problem for n and a given state of the system is stable, 
neutral, or unstable according as n, < 0, n, = 0, or n,> 0. Further if 
n, = 0 Z- ni = 0, then the principle of exchange of stabilities (PES) is valid, 
otherwise we have overstability. 
We now prove the following lemmas and theorems: 
LEMMA 1. The system (6)-(11) yields the integral relations 
s 
[V(Gp).q’*] dr=O, (12) 
V 
s 
v [4* . curUp curl q)] dT = j, p (curl 4’1’ dz, (13) 
s 
v [4* . curl curl @] dT = j,. Icurl 4’1’ d7, (14) 
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lv C(4* x f) .V(i.curl tj)] dT = -1 I(i.curl @)I’ dz, (15) 
V 
&j*.f)V2(&i)]d~= -IJV(@i)J2dr, (16) 
(17) 
s 
CL. curl curl L*] dz = 
s (curl Ll* dq (18) V V 
f 
[&* . curl curl &] dz = 
s (curl h’( * dz, (19) V V 
and 
where “*” indicates complex conjugate and ” .” is the usual dot product. 
Proof Let S denote boundary of V and ti be a unit normal vector at 
any point on S. Using boundary conditions (11) and Gauss’ divergence 
theorem, it is easily seen that integral relations (12t(19) hold. However, 
we prove integral relation (20). Using (1 1 ), it follows that 
s [/?x(ix4*)].Ads=O, S 
which upon using Gauss’ divergence theorem gives 
s div[Lx (ixd*)] dz=O. V (21) 
Now, div[Lx (fx 4*)] = (ix q’*).curl L--~?.curl(fxq’*), and (ix 4*). 
curl h’= 4* . (curl h’x I), so that it follows from (21) that 
Iv [4* -(curl 6x f)] dz = -Jv [K.curl(q’* x f)] dt. (22) 
Taking the complex conjugate of (9) and substituting for curl(q’* x i) from 
the resulting equation in (22) we get 
.r [d* . (curl h’x i)] dr v 
=-- ~~~v~&~2dr-~~v[fi~curlcurl/;*]dr. (23) 
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Equation (23) together with (18) implies that 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 2. For the eigenvalue problem under consideration the following 
integral inequality holds: 
!” Jcurl(q’x [)I’ dz <i,- [curl q12 d7. (24) 
V 
Proof. To derive (24) we shall make use of the following vector iden- 
tities which could be found in any standard treatise on vector analysis: 
curl(AxB)-V(A.ti)=Adiv&L?divA-2(A.V)B 
-BxcurlA-AxcurlB, 
and 
(25) 
(A’xB).(c’xo’)=(A’.C)(B.~)-(A.~)(B.C). 
Using (11) and Gauss’ divergence theorem it follows that 
(26) 
5 
I’ 
Icurl(q’x i)l’dT = Iv [(Q* x i).curl curl(q’x f)] dr. 
Using (25) with A’ = 4’ and B= i, we get 
curl(4xi)=V(4.&ixcurl4--idivq’ 
=V(@.i) - ix curl $, 
(27) 
(28) 
since div 4 = 0. 
Taking curl of (28) and using the fact that the curl of gradient of a scalar 
point function is zero, we get 
curl curl(q’ x f) = -curl( ix curl 4’) = cur&curl 4 x l). (29) 
Using (25) with A= curl & B= land the fact that the divergence of the curl 
of vector function is zero, (29) becomes 
curl curl(q’x i) = V(cur1 4 . f) - ix curl curl 4’ 
= V(f . curl 4’) + (curl curl 4) x i. 
(30) 
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Equation (27) together with (30) gives 
1 Jcurl(q’x [)I’ dz =i I(@* x !) .V(!.curl @)I dr 
+j, ccc curl curl 4’) x i] . [q* x f] } dz. (31) 
Using (26) with A’= curl curl q, B’= [ c’ = 4*, and 0’ = i in second integral 
on the right-hand side of (31) we get 
1, Icurl(q’x i)l” dz= 1, [(4* x 1) .V(I^.curl q)] dt 
+s,( curl curl g.q*)( ia i) dz 
- 
s 
v (curl curl 4‘. i)(i. 4*) dz. (32) 
Now, i. i= 1, div Q= 0 so that curl curl g= grad(div 4‘) - V2q= -V’d, 
therefore (32) can also be written as 
[VIcurl(y’x~)~2dr=[y[(~*~~).V(/.cur16)3dr 
+ j-” c4* . curl curl 41 dz 
+ 
s 
y [(@* . f) V*(@. i)] dt. (33) 
Equation (33) together with integral relations (14)-(16) gives 
- IV(@.i)l’dz. 
I Y 
Equation (34) clearly implies that 
1, (curl(q’x i)l’dT < s, lcurl~12 dr. 
(34) 
(35) 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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Remark. It is to be noted that since d= 0 on the boundary S of I’, 
therefore curl q# 0 in V. 
THEOREM 1 (on the stability of oscillatory modes). The oscillatory 
modes of the system (6)-(11) are stable if d2pfdz2 >0 everywhere in V. In 
other words, an arbitrary neutral or unstable mode of the system is non- 
oscillatory in character and therefore in particular PES is valid if d2p/dz2 > 0 
everywhere in V. 
Proof Substituting for 6p from (7) in (6), taking the dot product of the 
resulting equation with 4*, integrating over V, and using Lemma 1, we get 
(36) 
Equating imaginary parts of (36), we get 
+2 s v$~@.&~2dr+~j~,lcurl~~2dr]=0. (37) 
For oscillatory modes, ni # 0, therefore (37) gives 
Since d2u/dz2 > 0 everywhere in V, therefore (38) clearly implies that 
n, < 0. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 2 (on the stability of non-oscillatory modes). The non- 
oscillatory modes of the system (6)-(11) are stable if d2u/dz2 >0 and 
dpldz < 0 everywhere in V. 
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Proof: For non-oscillatory modes, nj= 0. Therefore, it follows from 
(36), which holds for arbitrary modes of the system that 
Since dZp/dz2 >O and dp/dz<O everywhere in V, therefore (39) clearly 
implies that 
n, < 0. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 3 (on the stability of the system). The system (6)-(11) is 
stable if d2p/dz2 > 0 and dpfdz < 0 everywhere in V. 
Proof Follows from Theorems 1 and 2. 
Remarks. (1) The results contained in Theorems l-3 are independent 
of the applied magnetic field. However, their dependence on d*p/dz* 
appears to be curious as the physical explanation to it is by no means clear. 
(2) The result contained in Theorem 1 was derived by Chan- 
drasekhar [l] for the Rayleigh-Taylor instability problem and by Hide 
[3] for the hydromagnetic Rayleigh-Taylor instability problem with a 
uniform vertical magnetic field, and those contained in Theorems 2 and 3 
were derived by Banerjee and Kalthia [2] for the Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability problem under the same restrictions on d2p/dz2. But Manju and 
Bhardwaj [S) and Gupta et al. [6] have shown that these curious restric- 
tions on d2p/dz2 are not required in the results of Chandrasekhar, Hide, 
and Banerjee and Kalthia. However, we have not been able to remove 
these restrictions in the present generalized setup. The difficulty stems from 
the fact that the boundary conditions for the Rayleigh-Taylor instability 
problem or its hydromagnetic analogue cannot obviously be generalized to 
containers of arbitrary shape. It thus appears that the curvature of the 
viscosity function graph may have some relevance in the present 
generalized setup. 
(3) If (36) is divided throughout by n, then it follows from the 
imaginary part of the resulting equation that 
ni 
1‘ V 
P Mods++ 
I 
vg l@~,*d~-$/ @dr]=O. (40) 
V 
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Equation (40) clearly shows that if dp/dz>O everywhere in I’, then 
oscillatory (n, ~0) modes may exist. This is also expected on physical 
grounds since a magnetic field is generally known to introduce oscillations 
in a system. However, in the absence of a magnetic field, (40) reduces to 
(41) 
Equation (41) clearly implies that if dp/dz > 0 everywhere in I’, then 
Thus we have 
n,=O. 
THEOREM 4. For the generalized Rayleigh-Taylor instability problem, 
oscillatory modes do not exist if dp/dz > 0 everywhere in V. 
Bounds for the Growth Rate. In view of Theorems 1-3, we shall con- 
sider the following cases: 
(i) Dp > 0 and D2p > 0 everywhere in V, 
(ii) Dp > 0 and D2u < 0 everywhere in V, and 
(iii) Dp < 0 and D2p < 0 everywhere in V, 
where D = d/dz. 
We first note that in case (i) holds then oscillatory modes of the system 
are stable (Theorem 1). However, non-oscillatory unstable modes are 
allowed. In case (ii) or (iii) holds then non-oscillatory or oscillatory, 
neutral or unstable modes are allowed. In the subsequent heorems we 
derive bounds for the growth rate of these modes in the respective cases 
(i)-(iii). 
THEOREM 5. The growth rate n, of a non-oscillatory unstable mode of the 
system (6))( 11) is bounded above by 
(a) (- Bt d-)/2 in case (i) holds, 
(b) (-B, + ,,/w)/2 in case (ii) holds, and 
(c) 2((D’pL(/p),,, in case (iii) holds, 
where 
B=2(D2dP)min, C = dWp)max~ 
B, = 2W2/41~L,,,, C, = dWp)max. 
Proof. For non-oscillatory unstable modes, we have 
n;=O and n,>O. 
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Since IV p &-&I* dz <s,,p /d/‘dz, therefore in case (i) holds, it follows 
from (39) that 
n,-g- y] 1&ff12dz<0. (42) 
Inequality (42) implies that 
BF + 2(D’lt/P)min nr- g(DPlP)max <O* (43) 
It clearly follows from (43) that 
n,<(-B+dBz)/2, 
where B= 2(D2B/p),i, and C= g(Dp/p),,,. Results (b) and (c) follow 
similarly from (39). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 6. The complex growth rate n =n, + in, of an arbitrary 
oscillatory mode whether neutral or unstable of the system (6~( 11) must lie 
inside a semicircle whose centre is the origin and radius is 
{g (!q),,, - g (gJ2 
or 
according as (ii) or (iii) holds. 
Proof For an oscillatory mode whether neutral or unstable, we have 
nj#O, n,>,O. 
It therefore follows from (40) that 
Also for oscillatory modes (38) holds, i.e., 
(44) 
+y j, I curl 61 2 dr = 0. (45) 
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Since D*p < 0 everywhere in V, (45) can be written as 
= 2 j (D*pI Iq’.l;l* do. 
V 
Since n,gO, it therefore follows from (46) that 
I fi Jcurlq’J*dz<2 s )D*,uj j+kj’d~. V V 
Inequality (47) clearly implies that 
(46 1 
(47) 
(48 1 
Forming the dot product of (9) with its complex conjugate and integrating 
the resulting equation over V, we get 
(n/2~vI&12dr+~2/-1;[curlcurlfi12dr 
+q np. 
[ 
curl curl L* dz + n* 
I 
i* , curl curl h’ clr 
v 1 
=% j,l curl( 4’ x i)l* dz. (49) 
Equation (49), upon using Lemma 1, gives 
=H; 
s 
Jcurl(q’x i)l* dr. (50) 
V 
Since n, 3 0 it follows from (50) that 
s 
$1 dz < $ j Icurl(g’x [)I’ dt. 
V V 
Inequality (5 1 ), upon using Lemma 2, gives 
(51) 
409,‘134 l-5 
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which, upon using (48), gives 
s $12dT< V gqy,, J:,@RI'dr. 
Since jv p 14. &I ’ dz < jy p 14’1 2 dt, therefore we have from (44) that 
(52) 
(53) 
Combining (52) and (53), we get 
Inequality (54) clearly implies that 
if Dp > 0 and D2,u < 0 everywhere in V, and 
(55) 
(56) 
if Dp <O and D2p <O everywhere in V. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
Special Cases. It follows from (55) that: 
(a) In the absence of a magnetic field, if Dp > 0 everywhere in V, 
then an arbitrary neutral or unstable mode must be non-oscillatory in 
character. This is completely in accord with Theorem 4. 
(b) If (~~H~2nPmi,)(ID2rUI/~),,, < g(DP/P)min, then an arbitrary 
neutral or unstable mode of the generalized hydromagnetic Rayleigh- 
Taylor instability problem must be non-oscillatory in character. This 
provides a natural extension of the result contained in (a) above. 
(c) In the absence of a magnetic field, if Dp < 0 everywhere in V, 
then the complex growth rate of an arbitrary oscillatory mode whether 
neutral or unstable must lie inside a semicircle whose centre is the origin 
and radius is 
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